An expression is obtained for the current in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) for a single adsorbate molecule. For this purpose the "Newns--Anderson" treatment (a "discrete state in a continuum" treatment) is used to obtain wave functions and other properties of the adsorbate/ substrate system. The current is expressed in terms of the adsorbate-tip matrix elements, and an effective local density of states of the adsorbate/substrate system, at the adsorbate. As an example, the treatment is applied to the STM image of adenine adsorbed on a graphite surface, and the results are compared with experiment. The dependence of the image on the position of adenine with respect to the underlying graphite is considered. A discussion is given of the type of experimental STM data needed for suitable comparison of theory and experiment. In an analysis of the calculations, the role of each atom, its neighbors, next nearest neighbors, etc., in an adsorbed molecule is considered. The need for using in the present calculation more orbitals than only the HOMO and the LUMO of the adsorbate is also noted.
INTRODUCTION
local density of states at the adsorbate and to the adsorbatetip Hamiltonian matrix elements. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is widely used to obtain images of bare surfaces' and of various atoins2 and
The theoretical treatment is given in Sec. II, and is apmolecules3 adsorbed on surfaces. The STM image of an adplied to the STM image of adenine on a graphite surface in Sec. III, where the results and the comparison with the exsorbate can provide information about the electronic strucperimental STM image15 are discussed. Concluding remarks ture of the adsorbate and about its interaction with the unand the type of further experimental data needed to facilitate derlying substrate.
comparison with theory are given in Sec. IV. A theoretical treatment of STM going beyond bare surface was given by Lang, who considered a STM image of a single atom adsorbed on a sample surface.4 He found that the STM images differed for chemically different atoms and that the STM pattern for a low-bias voltage images the Fermilevel local density of states of the sample at the position of the tip. In the case of Xe adsorbed on a Ni (110) surface, the normal tip displacement vs lateral tip displacement curve was calculated by Eigler et al. from the theory of Lang and they noted that it was in good agreement with experiment.5
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
In the limit of low-bias voltage v, the net STM current from a commonly used transition metal tip such as tungsten or platinum to a sample in the absence and presence of adsorbates was given in Ref. 12 by Z=2e2u[(2P)2-(pu,-a)2]"2/fi(2p)2
In an early attempt to understand the STM image of a molecule adsorbed on a surface, Lippel et al. calculated the electron density distribution of the highest occupied orbital (HOMO) and that of the lowest unoccupied orbital (LUMO) of the isolated adsorbate and found a similarity between the orbital electron density and the STM image of the adsorbate. In their calculation the adsorbate-substrate interaction was not included. Examples of other calculations on the interpretation of the STM images of adsorbate molecules are given in Refs. 7-11. Xc c j-dk,l(d~lHI~~ks)12s(E,>, n m
In a previous paper we formulated a theoretical treatment of STM and used it to treat images of bare surfaces of graphite and Au (111). l2 In the present paper this treatment is adapted to STM images of adsorbates, by introducing the Newns-Anderson treatment13'14 for the wave functions and other properties of the adsorbate/solid substrate system. The STM image of the adsorbate is then related to an effective when the tip was treated as a semi-infinite linear chain of atoms. The df, denotes the mth d orbital of the first tip atom (the atom closest to the sample), &k, is the wave function of the adsorbatelsubstrate system with band index n and wave vector k,, and pLt is the chemical potential of the tip. The parameters (Y and p are defined as c~= (c$,lHl& and the average value of p,= (d ',l~ld',' ') , respectively, with & denoting the mth d orbital on the site j of the tip. For notational brevity, the energy of the latter state E,(ks) has been written as es. As an approximation, only the matrix elements between the adsorbate/substrate system and the atomic orbitals dk of the first tip atom have been included. The more general expression for higher biases is given in Ref. 12 . It is also straightforward to include the direct matrix elements between the tip and the substrate. the wave functions &, , were obtained earlier. 16 They were used12 in conjunction with Eq. (1) to calculate the STM image of graphite.
In the case of a system containing a single molecule adsorbed on a substrate, the electronic state for this system + rtk, may be written as a linear combination of a molecular orbital state (or atomic orbital, in the case of a single atom) of the adsorbam q!~, and the orbital states of the substrate 4 flk* ~r~ks=an&f I dkg bqj'nk . g (2) For simplicity of presentation, it is assumed in Eq. (2) that there is only one molecular orbital of the adsorbate involved in tunneling, but additional orbitals are included later and indeed are important.
Equation (2) 
Here G= (AMA> d an is relative to the Fermi level of the adsorbatekubstrate system. The half-width A,,, and the effective energy shift A,,, are given by Aa,o=~C j-dk,l(~,lHI~,kg)12s(E,).
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and Aa,o= -PC j-dkgh'alHI~nkg)12/~g > n
where the Eg(kg) denotes the eigenvalues of the unperturbed substrate states 4,,kg, and P denotes the principal part of the integral.
If there are several orbitals of the adsorbate involved in tunneling, we next make the approximation of summing over the contributions from.the individual orbitals a of the adsorbate. That is, each orbital a is treated as interacting individually with the continuum of states in the solid ("nonoverlap- ping resonances") This assumption is valid if the resonances indeed are not overlapping, namely, if the spacing between the adsorbate levels E, is appreciably larger than the width of the broadened levels 2A,,,. Calculated values of these two quantities are compared in a later section as a test of this approximation.
It is seen from Eq. (8) that at the low-bias voltages used in Eq. (l), the STM image in the presence of an adsorbate depends upon P~,~, evaluated at the Fermi level of the substrate/adsorbate system, and on the tip-adsorbate Hamiltonian matrix elements I ( 4, I HI dk) 1 2, summed over the adsorbate orbitals a and over the atomic orbitals df, of the nearest tip atom. If a molecular orbital 4, is written as the linear combination of real atomic orbitals, +,= Zz lcyfL, then the Aa,o in Eq. (6) becomes Aa,~=r S C cSC~/ dkg(fiIHI $nQ i,j=l n xb%'nkglfflfj)@+ (9) where cy denotes the coefficient of the ith atomic orbital f i in the isolated molecular orbital 4, and N is the number of atomic orbitals employed to form the molecular orbital.
Whereas the overall brightness of the adsorbed molecule depends on pa,o, it is seen from Eq. (8) that the relative brightness of the individual atoms deuends mainlv on the term containing the tip matrix The latter can be written as c l(4,lHk$>I"= 5 % m i,j=l m elements Z,l( +,jkjd~)12.
cicj(fiIHId~>(d~IHIfj).
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Equations (8)- (10) are used in the next section to calculate the STM image of adenine adsorbed on graphite.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. STM calculations: Common aspects STM experiments have been used to obtain an image of adenine adsorbed on a graphite surface.15 In these experiments an array of adenine molecules was observed on the graphite surface. In each STM image, the nitrogen atoms at the N6, N,, and Ng positions in Fig. 1 did not appear, but Nl , N,, and all C's did appear. In this experimental study the detailed geometrical structure of the array relative to the geometry of the underlying graphite lattice was not precisely determined, though some experimental constraints on the registry of the two lattices were obtained and are noted later.
The STM tip used for the experiment was Pt-Ir (90% Pt). In the following calculations, the tip is approximated as above as a semi-infinite linear chain of Pt atoms. The energy zero is chosen to be that of the electron at infinity. Since the work function of graphite is 4.7 eV, the Fermi level of the the graphite is then chosen to be -4.7 eV. The calculated energy value for the HOMO of adenine is then replaced by the negative of the experimental ionization potential for adenine (-7.8 eV) , and the other energy levels of the adenine are shifted according to the calculated energy differences between those levels and the HOMO. The energy of the HOMO of adenine (the 25th orbital) relative to the LUMO (the 26th orbital), calculated by the extended Hiickel method,i7 is -3.4 eV. Using the corrected energy of -7.8 eV for the HOMO, that for the LUMO is then -4.4 eV. The corrected energy levels for the level immediately below the HOMO and two levels immediately above the LUMO are at -7.9, -4.1, and -3.3 eV, respectively. The Fermi level is -4.7 eV. Thus the LUMO and the LUMO+ 1 are closest to the Fermi level, according to these estimates.
The separation distance between the adenine plane and the underlying graphite plane does not appear to be known from experiment. However, the x-ray diffraction study of benzene adsorbed on graphite surface reveals that the molecules of benzene lie flat upon the graphite surface at a distance very similar to the interplanar spacing of graphite, 3.35 A.t* Theoretical calculations of structures of benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene adsorbed on the basal plane of graphite indicate that the distance between the adsorbate and the underlying graphite does not vary much (only increases slightly) as the number of aromatic rings in the adsorbate molecules increases.lg Since the adsorption energies of heterocycles appear to be fairly similar to aromatic molecules of the same type," reflecting a similar type of adsorption, we shall presume the same to be true for the distance. For adenine with two aromatic rings, a value of 3.35 A for the distance is used in the present work, and several results for Ou-Yang, Marcus, and Kallebring: Scanning tunneling microscopy theory 3.20 and 3.50 A are given for comparison. (There will be seen to be little difference in the relative results.)
We consider next the shift of the energy levels due to the physical adsorption. While the adsorption energy for the adenine on graphite does not appear to be available from experiment, the energies of adsorption of substances with aromatic rings, such as benzene and naphthalene, on a graphite surface have been measured experimentally, and are about 0.4 and 0.6 eV, respectively,21 If we regard the energy as roughly contributed by all 11 C and N atoms of adenine, via van der Waals' dispersion forces, the individual molecular orbitals for those atoms could be regarded as roughly shifted downward by 0.05 eV each. In the absence of a detailed analysis of the adsorption energy, we shall simply suppose that this correction is within the "noise level" of the uncertainty of the energies of the molecular orbitals a of the isolated adenine molecule relative to the Fermi level of the system. Accordingly, we shall use those values for the E, + A,,, in Eq. (5). Had there been a substantial charge transfer interaction instead, a different approach would have been required.
In the present calculations orbitals 24 to 28 of the adenine molecule and 90 carbon atoms of the graphite are included in the calculation of the matrix elements (+,IHldk) appearing in Eq. (8) for the STM current. (In treating the properties of graphite, a solid of infinite area, semi-infinite in the direction normal to the surface, was used in the present work.16) In the case of adenine, only the pz orbitals of the carbon and nitrogen atoms are present in the orbitals 25 to 28.--
The present results changed little by adding more molecular orbitals and more graphite carbon atoms to the calculation. A Pt tip is moved over each adenine atom with a fixed value of the current, using a particular assumed position of an adenine molecule. In order to maintain a constant current, the tip is raised or lowered over the different adenine atoms. In a gray scale picture of a constant-current STM image, atoms associated with smaller tip heights correspond to relatively darker spots, and we will refer below to atoms associated with high and low tip heights as bright and dark, respectively.
B. Constraints on possible orientations or positions
We first recall that the structure of graphite consists of planes of carbon atoms, each formed from hexagons. Half of the carbons (a atoms) are located directly above each other in adjacent layers, while the other half (p atoms) are located above the center of the hexagon in the adjacent layers. Each (Y (p) atom has only p (a) atoms as its nearest neighbors. Mainly the p atoms are detected by STM.22 Since the six and five membered rings of adenine are approximately similar in shape and size to the graphite hexagons, adenines might have been expected to stack above the graphite in an @@-type mannerf5 (Fig. 3) . We return to this point later.
It was shown in Ref. 15 that the adenine molecules form highly organized lattices following deposition on a heated graphite surface. The adenine molecules appear in lamellae, each lamella consisting of one pair of parallel rows of the adenine molecules. To illustrate the lattice dimensions and and LA1A2A; are 60" and 120°, respectively. These constraints limit somewhat the choice of molecular models of the geometry of the adenine molecule relative to the graphite lattice, but not very .much. We explore below whether the calculated STM pattern is or not sensitive to the remaining considerable uncertainty in structure. A sensitivity would mean that a more precise experimental determination of the positions of the adenine molecules with respect to the p atoms of the graphite plane would be needed for a better comparison between theory and experiment. We discuss this point later.
The stacking in which the adenine would stack above the .graphite in the a$?@-type manner mentioned earlier is illustrated for a single adenine molecule in Fig. 3 . In this orientation atoms C,, C,, C,, and N7 have graphite atoms roughly below them (namely, the (Y graphite atoms, which have carbon atoms immediately below them), and other adenine atoms (Nt , Ns , Ns, and C,) in the rings are roughly above the centers of the hexagons on the graphite plane. However, a close packed array containing this structure would appear to violate a STM-based condition mentioned earlier: The line of the ademne -molecules passing through the centers of the rings of adenine forms an angle of 60", rather than 30", with the two other lines passing through the 6 atoms.
Molecular modeling in Ref. 15, beginning with the structure in Fig. 3 led, instead, to a periodic bimolecular array of the structure given in Fig. 2(a) , a structure which satisfied the conditions mentioned earlier. We have calculated an STM pattern for this latter structure, and have also calculated the sensitivity of the pattern to translations in the structure, translations which are also consistent with the cited constraints. For example, a systematic translation of the pair of rows of the adenine molecules along the horizontal direction in Fig. 2 Calculations were first performed for adenine molecules A, and A, in Fig. 2(a) , whose positions were obtained in Ref. 15 , as noted earlier, by molecular modeling. In the present calculation a single adenine was placed on graphite, so neglecting the effect of adenine-adenine interactions on the STM pattern at a fixed position of the adenine molecule. The calculated tip heights over each atom are given in Table  I for a particular current, the same current being used throughout the present work. The absolute value of the current is discussed later.
In Table I specifically stated there. The presently calculated results for both orientations A 1 and A, are not quite consistent with the experimental findings: For the Al structure shown in Fig.  2 (a), the N6 and N, atoms do indeed have lower tip heights, as in the experiment, but the height of the remaining dark N atom, N,, is higher than that of the N, atom and hardly distinguishable from that of the bright atoms N, , C,, and C5. For the A, molecule although the N,, N,, and N, atoms correspond to low tip heights or the dark spots among the carbon and nitrogen atoms, the difference in the tip height between N3 and N9 is very small (0.04 A). In the two rows of adenine molecules in each lamella in Fig. l(c Fig. 1 there shows that one row is better resolved than the other. The better resolved images [AZ and Ai in the present Fig. 2(b) ] correspond to those of the adenine molecules in the lower row in Fig. l(d) there. The following STM calculations are described in terms of translational shifts of the A, in the present Fig. 2(b) .
D. Calculated STM images of adenine molecules for other positions
For comparison with the above results, calculations of the STM images were performed for translations of the position of the adenine molecule A, with respect to the underlying graphite surface. The displacement was subject to the loose constraints on the adenine lattice noted earlier. To illustrate the discussion, a single A2 adenine molecule on graphite surface is depicted in Fig. 4 . The B's on the graphite lattice in Fig. 4 structure produced by a translation of A2 by a distance of i X 0.426 A, S1 being depicted in Fig. 5 . Calculated tip heights over each atom for these structures are summarized in Table II and in Figs. 6 and 7 for the constant current.
The result for structure S, (the structure obtained in Fig.  5 by a translation of only 0.426 A of the A2 in Fig. 4 ) agrees with the available STM findings:15 For S1 , the tip heights for the N,, N7, and N9 atoms are at least 0.15 A lower than those for other bright carbon ,and nitrogen atoms (Table II) . From Eq. (8) the STM current also depends, via P~,~, on the separation between adenine and graphite. Results for a change of the adenine-graphite seljaxation distance are given for the A, structure in Table III. In the present calculations, the results in Figs. 6 and 7 are seen to change smoothly with a translation along the horizontal axis. Since the experimentally measured tip heights were not reported in Ref. 15 (no gray scale calibration was given), a quantitative comparison of the corrugation for Fig. 5 with the experimental STM image cannot be made. However, the differences between the dark and bright atoms in the experiment were estimatedZ3 to be about 0.1 to 0.2 A. Equally importantly, it would be useful to determine experimentally the registry of the arrays of adenine with respect to the bright (6) atoms of the graphite surface. Several of the results in Tables I and II 
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(C, ,Cs ,N6,N7 ,N, ,H, ,H, ,H,,HJ and some show a more modest variation (C, ,C, ,C, ,N1 ,N3 ,HJ. The first group of atoms shows more or less parallel behavior for tip height as a function of x. For S5, the brightest atoms are C,, Cg, Cs, and H3, while the darkest are N3, H1, Hz, and Hq. For S1, the brightest atoms are C2 and H3, while the darkest are N7, N9, H1, Hz, and H4.
We shall attempt to explain or interpret some of these results with the following suggestions, which we shall also attempt to document: api,0 and P,',~ denote the negative and positive parts of P=,~, respectively. In these calculations a graphite-adenine distance of 3.35 %, was used.
6)
The large variation in mean tip height for the adenine molecule with x [points (1) and (2) above] is primarily due to a change in relative importance of M.O. 26 and 27 (LUMO and LUMO+ 1) with x. This change appears to be due, at least in part, to the different sign distribution of the atomic coefficients in these two orbitals, the energies of the M.O.'s relative to the Fermi level, and to the different proximity of the various adenine atoms to, particularly, the /I atoms of the lattice, thereby affecting a delicate cancellation of large positive and negative contributions to pa,O in Eq. (8) and hence to the current.
The behavior of the tip height for the individual H atoms is primarily due to that of the atoms to which they are attached.
The dominance of an atom such as C2 at all x, reflects, in part, its large coefficients in both M.O. 26 and 27. However, the behavior of an atom depends also, in part, on the coefficients of its neighbors and, in some cases, its next nearest neighbors.
For completeness we also show in Figs. 9 and 10 the effect of successive y displacements of structure A2 over a unit period in the lattice. The magnitudes of the effects there are comparable to those seen in the x displacements, and we focus our discussion on the latter.
To consider some of the points (l)-(4), we first note that from Eq. (8) each molecular orbital contributes to the STM current through its local density of states pa,o and its interaction matrix element with the tip orbitals: A larger pa,o results in a larger contribution to the STM current, and pa,O depends upon the position of the adenine molecule with re- --------------------------- ;I 0.0000 0.0000 Hi 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 spect to the graphite surface. The essence of an interpretation based on Eqs. (5)- (10) Tables IV and V to be far greater than those for other orbitals, because the LUMO and LUMO+l are closer in the present calculation to the Fermi level of the graphite. As a result, the calculated STM pattern is largely determined by those two orbitals.
In Table IV , M.O. 26 is seen to have the dominant pa,o at S, , while M.O. 27 is seen to be dominant at Si . This change is seen in Table IV to arise from changes in cancellation between the positive (P:,~) and negative (pie) contributions to pa,o rather than in marked changes in the pi0 and plo themselves. At first glance, it might seem surprising that the P, ',~ (and P,~) are much larger for M.O. 26 than for M.O. 27: The ci's that appear in both orbitals have more or less comparable magnitude (Table VI) Table VII) , and so the denominator is ( e,+R,J2.
Indeed, each A& is seen in Table VII to be more or less comparable for S, and S, , as is A;,O, as expected. The atom H3, which is attached to C2, is seen from Fig.  6 Eo be "bright," and its brightness changes relatively little with x. Inasmuch as the ci for H3 in both S1 and S5 is very small (Table VI) , the current when the tip is over H, is due to the proximity of the tip to C,, which has a high coefficient in M.O. 26 and 27 and is bright at both S1 and S5. H3 tracks C6 in Fig. 6 . Similarly, H, and Hz, which have zero coefficients in M.O. 26 and 27 (Table VI) are seen in Fig. 7 to track N6 to which they are attached, and owe "their current," when the tip is over them, to the proximity of the tip to N6. N6 is much darker on the average than C,, and so H, and H2 are much darker on the average than H3. For the same reason, H4, which is attached to Ng, is seen in Fig. 6 to track the latter, while H,, which is attached to Cs, is like Cs, relatively bright (Fig. 7) and also tracks the latter. We comment on the relative brightness for the C and N atoms for a given structure, such as S,, later.
A next question is why the adenine molecule as a whole tends to be bright in the S5 position and relatively dark in the St structure: The net pa,o for any M.O. a is the result of positive and negative contributions, but it itself is positive [Eq. (S)], and so is A,,, [Eq. (6)]. The negative contributions to A,,o arise from products of ci's and Cj'S in Eq. (9) which have opposite signs. If an atom is close to a ,B atom it will contribute more to Aa,O, because the solid-adsorbate matrix element is larger. If the atom has a negative ci with nearby positive ci atoms, there will tend to be more cancellation in A a,O. (However, the CT term is also enhanced, so there are opposing effects.) If, instead, it is close to an a atom, its negative contribution to Aa,o will be somewhat smaller, resulting in less cancellation and so in a brighter adenine.
Such an argument offers one suggestion why A26,0 is smaller for structure S1 than for S5 : The atomic coefficients for M.O. 26 and 27 were listed in Table VI. The signs "+" and GC-)* in Figs. 5 and 8 denote the positive and negative coefficients in the LUMO of adenine (M.O. 26), respectively, whiie the atoms without a sign assigned in those figures have a negligible coefficient. In part because of the proximity of Cs to a p atom in S, it is seen that in structure S, the negative contribution p&, to p26,0 is larger than that in S, , and so there is more cancellation in S, , and A26,0 becomes sma11.24 However, since each Aa,o is seen in Table VII to be a small difference between two large quantities, such an argument has some uncertainty. While the behavior of the individual H's was understandable, as described above, the behavior for the individual C and N atoms is somewhat less transparent. As an example, we consider S,, where M.O. 26 is dominant, and examine Table II for tip heights, using Table VI for the M.O. coefficients. Among the carbon atoms, Cs , C6, and C, have relatively large coefficients and are bright. However, C, and C4 have very different coefficients, C5's being very small, and yet they have comparable tip heights, though not as high as those of Cs, Cg, and C2. Among the N's, N1 has the smallest coefficient but is the brightest, or one of the two brightest N atoms for structure S5 _ The nearest neighbors will be seen later (Table lX) to have a large effect on the tip height for
Nl.
In the case of the H's, we saw that the tip height was determined not by the H's (whose coefficients were zero) but by that of atoms to which those H's are attached. Similarly, the tip height for a C or an N atom is determined not only (or even mainly in some cases) by the interaction of that atom with the tip but also by the interaction of the tip with nearby atoms. We explore this question next. We first note from bFull means that all atomic coefficients ci's are present. 'n.n.n means that the cI's of all atoms but the atom itself, its nearest neighbors and its next nearest neighbors are set equal to zero. The next nearest neighbor refers to the atom which is two bonds away. For example, the next nearest neighbors of N, in Fig. 1 are Ns , Hs , Cs, and Ns. %.n means that the c;'s of all atoms but the atom itself and its nearest neighbors are set equal to zero. For example, the nearest neighbors of atom N, in Fig. 1 are C, and C6. 'Atom means that the ci's of all atoms but the atom itself are set equal to zero.
differences between large quantities, and so there is a reasonable expectation that they may be fairly readily interpreted.
To this end, we give in Table IX the tip height for an atom (1) with all coefficients in Eq. (10) present, (2) when the cI's of all atoms but those of the atom itself are set equal to zero, (3) when the cI's of all atoms but those of the atom itself and of its nearest neighbors are set equal to zero, and (4) when the ci's of all but those of the atom itself, its nearest neighbors and its next nearest neighbors are set equal to zero. The results in Table IX are for structure Ss , where M.O. 26 is dominant (Table IV) .
We can test in the above way whether the tip heights for the C's and N's in adenine are determined largely by the atom, or by the atom plus its neighbors or whether its next nearest neighbors also play a major role. It is seen in Table  IX for S5 that the heights in which all coefficients ci but those,f the atom, its neighbors and its next nearest neighbors are set equal to zero in Eq. (10) are virtually the same as those in which no coefficients in Eq. (10) are set equal to zero. In ma@ Cases it is seen that only an atom and its nearest neighbors make a significant contribution in Eq. (lo), but in others (C!, and Cs particularly) the next nearest neighbors also contribute significantly. As seen in Fig. 1 , C, and Cs are the atoms with the largest number of nonhydrogenic next nearest'neighbors. Tip-heights in which only the atom's coefficient ci in Eq. (10) is nonzero (last column in Table IX) are usually quite different from these in which all ci's in Eq. (10) are given their actual values, but the brightest atoms (% c6, and CJ are the brightest in both cases.
For comparison with the results in Tables I and II using molecular orbitals 24-28, calculations were also made for the A2 and $, structures using only the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the adenine, and the results are given in Table X: It is seen from a comparison with Tables I and II that the results for some of the atoms do not agree with the more complete results, and so other orbitals were needed in the calculation. For adenine the LUMO + 1 orbital, for example, is very close to the LUMO in energy and is seen in Table IV to contribute sometimes significantly to the current. We consider next the assumption made in proceeding from Eq. (3) to Eq. (8), namely, that of "nonoverlapping resonances." Values of the molecular energy levels of the adenine (a=24 to 28) are -7.9, -7.8, -4.4, -4.1, and -3.3 eV. The spacing between the energies of the important orbitals, 26 and 27, is 0.3 eV, which is far greater that any of the calculated 2A,,u 's values listed in Table VII . The latter are typically estimated there to be about 10m4 eV. We turn next to the validity of the order of the magnitude of this calculated value of A,,, and, thereby, of the current.
In the constant current calculations presented above, only the relative current was given, and so the constant factor preceding the sum in Eq. (8) was not used. The absolute value for the current in the present approximation is estimated next, to see if it is consistent with the small values of Aa,0 given above. As an approximation, it is assumed that in Eq. (8) the ,u equals a; and ,0 is taken to be 0.69 eVF5 A bias voltage v of 0.274 V was used in the experiment.15 It is noted that Eq. (8) is valid for only small v, where the current Z is linearly proportional to v. The scanning tunneling spectroscopy or the dependence of Z on v for the present system of adenine adsorbed on graphite was not reported in the experiment. For the present system it will be supposed that the use of Eq. (8) for a voltage of 0.274 V also provides a rough estimate of the current. The calculated current based on Eq. (8) is 1.5 nA, which is fortuitously close to the experimental value of 0.7 n4. The adenine-tip separation distance used, as noted earlier, 3.35 %, for this estimated absolute value of the current. The calculation indicates that the very small values of 2A.,,-, listed in Table VII are consistent with the magnitude of the observed current. On that basis, the present assumption of nonoverlapping resonances would be valid.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The STM image of an adsorbate is related in the present theoretical model to both the tip-adsorbate matrix elements and to an efSective local density of states at the adsorbate, a density which incorporates the substrate-adsorbate interaction. In applying the-present expression to the STM image of adenine adsorbed on a graphite surface, it was found that the tip height of some atoms is relatively independent of the position of the adenine relative to the graphite lattice. The calculations themselves should of course, be regarded as tentative, because of the various approximations used: (1) extended Hiickel theory for the molecule, plus tight binding for the solid, (2) perturbation theory for the tip-adsorbate interaction, (3) an approximate estimate of the difference in the energy of the adsorbate orbitals relative to the Fermi energy of the solid, (4) neglect of subtleties of tip-solid electric fields on the energy levels of adsorbate, and (5) the restriction of the calculations to STM at the Fermi level. Conditi,on (5) will be removed in a later paper, in which the STM spectroscopy is given, namely, a calculation of d In Z/d In V. This derivative will become a maximum when a resonance is encountered, and then assumption (2) might need to be modified. The maximum STM current for v volts, based on a Landauer expression,26 is (2e2/h)u, which is about 20 PA for the 0.274 V used in the present paper. This current exceeds by many orders of magnitude the present current of 1.5 nA, and so perturbation theory for the tip-adsorbate/solid calculation appears to be valid.
While some results were insensitive to the position of the adenine molecule on the graphite lattice, others were not: Even the order of bright vs dark was changed for some atoms (Figs. 6 and 7) . Thus to make a better comparison between theory and experiment for the latter atoms, a more precise knowledge of the position of the individual adsorbate molecules relative to the substrate lattice is needed. Two ways of doing this are mentioned in Ref. 24, one being to compare the STM pattern for the adsorbate present with that with some of it removed." Another is to vary the bias voltage:28*2g For alkanes on graphite, for example, a change of tip bias voltage from 0.15 to 0.25 V was reported to change the pattern from that of graphite to another quite different shape, believed to be the adsorbate. Even moire patterns have been observed, due to interference between the contributions from the substrate and the adsorbate.
In the case of graphite, it would be helpful if the intersection lines of the p atoms mentioned in Sec. III B could be determined relative to that of an adenine molecule. Another factor whose study would be helpful in comparisons of STM experiment and calculations is that of bias voltage, and we are planning such calculations. With increasing bias voltage the LY atoms of the graphite lattice are expected to play a larger role.30 One may anticipate that two effects will occur: The relative importance of molecular orbitals 26 and 27, as well as of other orbitals may change and, equally importantly, the relative importance3' of the p and a graphite atoms will change. It is possible, for example, that the observation in other experiments of seeing the equilateral triangular pattern of the p atoms at low-bias voltages and observing a different adsorbatelike behavior at higher bias voltage is due in part to a decreasing importance of the p atoms at higher biases. However, to treat properly such an experimental observation we expect that it will be necessary to use a method3' which treats the tails of the graphite and tip wave functions, and hence of a direct graphite-tip interaction, more accurately than does the tight binding approximation.
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